Kinloss:
Thoroughly constructive for building and maintaining community spirit
Very well done! Most interesting
Fascinating, varied life through one guy
A very impressive and convincing performance. Most enjoyable
I enjoyed the production immensely. A welcome night out
Heart-warming monologue. Well done. A great evening out and most unusual
Absolutely fantastic!!!
Drama first class. Most enjoyable evening. Film superb
I thoroughly enjoyed the drama - very thought-provoking! The film made by the
children was excellent
Edinburgh Festival material, excellently executed by clear, articulate actor
Very well done
Very enjoyable. Well executed
Excellent performance
Lovely use of very nice space!
Kinloss Church has brought the local community together for all different age
groups up to age 93 years. Tonight was great to see all the work P7s put into,
plus the retiring hall keeper
Very enjoyable thank you. Great acting by Mr Hall - I felt very nostalgic
reminiscing my old local community hall - in tune and with lots of 'feeling'. I
also enjoyed the history on the film. Thank you.
Excellent performance. Very true to life. Very moving and poignant. Thank you
A super evening. Well done
Well done
Very good
Well done
Excellent performance - but please check to see the age of the audience
(language!)
Wonderful show. Ron was fabulous in the play. Loved watching the film about
the history of the hall - the animations were really fun!
A really original local evening, nice to see all generations involved
Watching Bluebottles held my attention completely. I thought it was well written
and very well acted. Kinloss Hall Tales left me amazed at what children can do
nowadays
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Actor was very good, a lot to remember. For me it was rather long. Film by
children excellent
Great evening, actor brilliant (play a bit long)
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Well delivered but prefer more uplifting or inspiring subject
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Some of the vocabulary in the play and also the Santa outfit scene not suitable
for children under 10. Play could have been done in less time. Film excellent,
could have shown children interviewers.
Thoroughly enjoyed. Well done! Hall and Church great
Rafford:
Lovely show, suitable for all ages. Well done
Congratulations on a superb evening. Both the play and the film were of the
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highest standards
What a fantastic evening. A great way to bring all ages to the hall. Please come
again
Very enjoyable! Interesting to hear all the Rafford tales. Well presented
A very good evening. Well presented
Excellent production - good to see and hear recollections of former times in the
village
Excellent script, brilliantly portrayed. Very moving. Hall Tales very interesting
and good to give the children a chance to get involved
Very enjoyable
Absolutely brilliant! What an amazing performance - excellent
I really enjoyed the performance, it was very moving
Every hall in Scotland - indeed the UK should have one!
Great show, moving funny and thought provoking
Well done Ruth, Tim and young people. Very powerful performance - every
move evocative of its first run. Great to see Ron suffer for his Damart! Mr Hall a man with a big heart but a fragile heart - excellent!
Very poignant show. Very sad. Great performance from Ron Emslie. Thoroughly
enjoyed the film - great to hear the stories from the folk involved. Thanks Great Show.
Very powerful performance. Possibly more important was a hall full of people.
Fabulous evening and a great community project.
The play was superb. I really enjoyed the production. The hall memories were
really interesting
A very enjoyable play completed by an interesting insight into the history of the
hall
Excellent
Very entertaining. Thought provoking enjoyable evening
Excellent, I'm very glad we came. So easy not to make the effort!
Very intriguing - very realistic - interesting perspective - good acting. The
audience's reactions were great
This is the first Right Lines production I've been not and would definitely attend
another. Moved to tears on two occasions and laughed a lot
The play was excellent - we were entranced from start to finish. The film
presentation was very professional too. All in all a great evening
Enjoyed my experience tonight. The Hall Tales was a funny film and very
interesting - good night had by all
A very enjoyable evening. Congratulations to all involved
Better than any Saturday evening on TV
Fantastic, enthralled, intensely heart warming
Very good, sad, funny, every emotion. Amazing how interesting one person can
be!
I enjoyed it all. The sound was good as well as the lighting
Brilliant, loved the drama - what a great film
Very enjoyable evening. Play very thought provoking. Film - very educational learnt a few new things!
Great night!
Well done to everyone involved. I thoroughly enjoyed the play
Enjoyed the evening very much and very interesting listening to all the activities
that went on in the hall at Rafford
We thoroughly enjoyed the Hall Keeper. Films reminiscent of OLD days in
Rafford. Participants in film were to be admired!
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Went on a bit too long! I didn't find it that funny (I am only 11). The acting was
amazing though
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Excellent - an entertaining and thought provoking insight into hall life. The film
was just the right length and mix
A nostalgic night - I was at the Rafford Hall opening aged 14. A great night
I was going to say it beats television but that's not much of a complement! It
was interesting and informative and a great precedent for community
building/relations
It must be good - it kept me awake!
A first-class evening. Wonderful that so much pleasure can be got from nothing.
Thank you
Well done. Different social evening
Very good
Alves Hall Tales feedback Thurs 21 March:
Absolutely brilliant performance by Ron Emslie and very well written. Had me
laughing one minute and crying the next
I really enjoyed the performance by the hall keeper 'Watching Bluebottles'.
There was happiness sadness, emotions and excellent right through by Ron
Emslie. Well done Euan Martin and Dave Smith - a good night
Thoroughly enjoyed this how especially when go back in time and also the
teenagers nowadays especially skateboard piece of the show.
The performance was brilliant, very realistic. The skateboarding performance
was good, the sadness and facial expressions were brilliant. Ron's acting was
brilliant
Excellent
Very moving, triggered many memories of hall life back in 50s & 60s in Sussex.
Just a pity no happy ending for me! Sad. Magic! Very funny too
Very impressed at one person holding attention of whole hall so well
The story was very good. The Actor was just wonderful. Good performance all
over. More practice on the skateboard - magic!
Very innovative and some thought-provoking ideas. Especially like the humour
about the bowler - so true! It will be very interesting to see how Ron deals with
being in a 'new' once-shiny hall at Dyke which replaced the traditional old one
at Brodie!!
Thoroughly enjoyed performance. Found it very engaging and thoughtprovoking. First time in your lovely village hall. Ideal for a village hall as I felt
very much part of what was happening
Craigellachie Hall Tales feedback Fri 22 March:
Sensitive, true sharing and provoking. A gem of a scrip, brilliantly placed and
played - thank you. Interviews and animation valuable and fun for all
It was so good to attend the evening so varied and thought provoking. The
drama was excellent and really helped remind us all of the special place our
village hall is, reminding us of community and friendship. We look forward to
events like this in the future
Thank you that was a really interesting thought-provoking performance. I would
definitely support future performances
A really enjoyable evening. An excellent play
Excellent, funny and sad - a real feat of memory for one person, but you did not
miss the other people!
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A riveting and wonderful experience. Wouldn't have missed it. - left a deep and
lasting impression
For a one-man act - very good
Don't have the opportunity to enjoy going to the theatre but this was a 'local
gem'. The actor brought to life the character he was portraying and memories of
sadness and joy. It would be great to see more of this theatre experience
It was a very unusual perspective and most enjoyable
Excellent
This is the second time I've seen the performance a few years ago the first
time. I thoroughly enjoyed it again - well acted
Entertaining - all emotion covered. Good to see arts in the community
Portessie Hall Tales feedback Sat 23 March
Moray Hall Tales beautifully written and performed. Excellent setting in Portessie
Hall. Good audience of 50+. Story reflected our heritage and daily experience
and private life
I Hope productions like this continue despite the budget/funding cuts. Right
Lines excellent as ever
Absolutely great. Riveting performance and good to be so close to the 'action' in
the village hall setting. I hope we get more of these
A great performance. Well done! I'm glad I came
A thoroughly captivating performance. Absolutely brilliant. Thank you
Excellent performance. A very talented man. Thank you
Excellent!
Top marks for a brilliant performance from my husband and myself
Thoroughly enjoyable and true to life!
Great performance
Felt moved with the hall keeper. A thoughtful portrayal of everyday life. We
were living his memories with him
Very good
Excellent performance
Great show from a brilliant performer
Powerful and riveting performance. Thank you
Excellent presentation - one of the best I've seen
Funny, sad, touching. A real treat
Very thought-provoking
Really good to see entertainment of such a high standard at a wee hall. More
power to your elbow!
Very enjoyable, good performance
Outstanding performance. Well done
A wonderful performance
No comments
No comments
No comments
The play was excellent – poignant yet humorous – very well performed. It was
good to meet old friends and see the photos of past activities associated with
the hall. I’m even in one of the photos, and my grandfather is in another!
Very good
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